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Bachman-WIlson House T.5402

A fascination with Frank Lloyd Wright’s Perforated Panels began in the early eighties
when I ﬁrst approached the Bachman-Wilson House. The use of this design element in
the BW House exempliﬁes the unique quality and identity they contribute to the overall
architectural impact of a Usonian House. There are twenty four (24) modules three
(3) high, equaling (72) panels (some partial half units). The sheer effect from the
quantity and quality of this SAMARA pattern as it has been termed, make it the
primary design feature of the BW House (more on this later). They make it one of the
most magniﬁcent examples, creating a clerestory frieze surrounding the upper portion
of the double height structure, providing a glowing pattern of ﬁltered light throughout
the open space and mezzanine enclosed within. They keep the space connected to
Nature, constantly and actively changing throughout the day, and with the seasons.
Conversely, at night the illumination from within creates the appearance of a Japanese
lantern in a garden of trees.
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Sometimes the panel intended (designed) for the house was not realized as with the
Reisley House T.5115. Some like those on the Greenberg House T.5409 are three
dimensional with gold leaf detail. For the Christie House T.4003 the panels originally
installed were not those on the original construction drawings. In the correspondence
letters there is reference to a request for another design but one was not found in the
archives.
Most are horizontal (landscape) but in some cases they were used vertically. In the
case of the Pope-Leighey House T.4013 they are landscape layout stacked vertically.
In the case of the Smith House T.4818 the perforated panels are placed on the ceiling
and ordered continuously end to end to be used as grilles for recessed lights.
There were other spin-offs of the pattern used in the furniture as with the chairs of
the Usonian Exhibit House NYC ca 1953, incorporating the design into the chair back
along with an expressive detail in the seat connection.
Initially the size derived from the vertical dimension of the wood wall boards of the
board & batten system 11 1/4" & 1 3/4” respectively. Though these dimensions were
reduced after WWII because of the diminished availability of old growth lumber,
plywood (a new product of that time) became the natural substitute to maintain the
intended proportions with the other components and clerestory height of the wall
system.
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RANMA
Many years ago while browsing through a Japanese Antique store in Sag Harbor, I
discovered a similar architectural panel and learned the name for it - RANMA
(transom). After studying their history and comparing them to FLLW Perforated
Panels, it became apparent how amazingly similar they were in purpose, proportion, and
appearance. Through further exploration, mostly during FLLWBC conferences around
the country, the Ranma became more and more intriguing. I began realizing their
apparent inﬂuence on Mr. Wright during his time in Japan (1917-1922) not to mention
his Signed Red Square as well. His departure from Art Glass as a design tool to
manipulate and control light and privacy was already evident in the designs of the
California projects of that period, but far too costly for the Usonian era soon to follow.

Freeman House T.2402
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In a traditional Japanese house, these panels are placed as transoms over sliding room
dividers, shoji doors and partitions allowing ventilation through the house while remaining
closed off for visual privacy.
Though similar in most aspects, FLLW’s implementation differed in that they were less
literal / more abstract ﬁgures based primarily on the architectural order he was
developing for the Usonian House.
The traditional Japanese RANMA depict scenes of nature with organic forms and
shapes. They may include ﬂowers, leafs, branches, Mount Fuji etc., while FLLW
patterns are geometric shapes, including triangular or square openings moving through
the panel and later changing into more curvilinear forms. The earlier panels FLLW
designed were more solid than void and mostly used in single story Usonians providing
some natural light and ventilation to an otherwise private area of the house.

Japanese Ranma ca.1917
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Berger House T.5039

Berger House T.5039
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Taliesin Studio

Pedro E. Guerrero Photographer. (1917 - 2012)
More recently I acquired a photograph made by Pedro E. Guerrero.
The image was made in 1940 and captures how the natural light from skylights above
enter the Taliesin Studio and are interrupted only by the structural members of the
30/60º wooden trusses spanning the drafting room.
As the sunlight makes its way through the three dimensional space it delivers a two
dimensional ﬁgure directly onto the drafting table, thus the drawing in progress upon it.
Perhaps a clue to the origin of the inspiration by our serendipitous genius, making the
panel designs representative of the place where they were conceived.
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SAMARA 1
Bachman-Wilson House
BACHMAN - WILSON HOUSE T. 5402
As a signature architectural component of fenestration on many Usonian houses, the
Perforated Panels also give each house an individual identity. However, while studying
them over the years, I have come to discover that they are not all different. Of all
houses, the panels of the Bachman-Wilson House T.5402 are identical to those of the
later Christian House T.5405 and are named SAMARA - the term meaning winged
seed of a tree. According to the late Abe Wilson, Mr. Wright recommended a
Japanese cutleaf maple be part of the landscape which now produces hundreds of
these ‘helicopters’ each year, though I’ve not found documentation for the use of that
term. Margo Stipe, Archivist of the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, researched the
origin of this term with regard to the Christian House, and could not conﬁrm a
reference to the term in any document.
When Dr. Christian visited the Bachman-Wilson House in 2002 he immediately
noticed the resemblance and offered to communicate about this subject, but to date we
have not yet had that conversation.
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Richardson House
RICHARDSON HOUSE T.4104 ca 1941/51

Richardson House T.4104
Perforated Panel

Japanese Ranma
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Perforated Panel Gallery

Credits:
Photo of the Taliesin Studio:
Courtesy Tarantino Architect
Pedro E. Guerrero © Photo - Used by permission.
Drawings in Perforated Panel Gallery:
Courtesy of the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archive
All other Photographs:
Courtesy Tarantino Studio ©
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